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This invention relates to improvements in a 
casting- machine, .such as is used in the dental 
industry for making dental castings. ' - 
The principal object of the present invention 

is the provision of a casting machine provided 
_ with means which prevents the metal melting 
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?ame from engagement with the refractory ma 
terial of which the mold is formed. - 
Another object of this invention is the provi 

sion of a casting machine which con?nes the cast 
ing metal reducing ?ame to the con?nes of the 
crucible until the nugget of metal is molten, 
thereby preventing harm to the casting mold as 
was the condition in the past. ‘ 
Other objects and advantages of the present in 

vention should be readily understood by reference 
,to the following speci?cation when considered in 
connection with the accompanying drawings and 
forming part thereof, and it is to be understood 
that any modifications may be made in the exact 

. structural details therein shown, without depart 
ing from or exceeding the spirit of the invention 
as defined by the appended claims. 
In the drawings: , . 

Fig. 1 is a front elevation of one type of a cast 
ing machine embodying the improvements of this 
invention. , - 

Fig. 2 is a rear elevation of certain parts of 
Fig. 1. ' - 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged transverse sectional view, 
taken on line 3—3 of Fig. 1. - _ 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary, sectional view through 
certain of the parts of'Flg. 3, taken on line 4-4 
of said Fig. 3. . 

Fig. 5 isa view similar to Fig. 3, with, however, 
the parts in a secondsposition. . 

Fig. 6 is a longitudinal, sectional view through 
_ the parts of Fig. 3, taken on line 6-8 of said Fig. 3. 

Fig. '7 is a transverse, sectional view taken on 
line l-‘| of Fig. 6; and, 

Fig. 8 is a view, similar to Fig. 6, but illustrating 
a modification of the invention. , 
Throughout the several views of the drawings, 

similar reference characters are employedvto de 
note the same or similar parts. 
The casting machine illustrated in the draw-. 

ings is known as a centrifugal casting machine. 
It should be noted that there are several dif 
ferent kinds of centrifugal casting. machines 
wherein the parts operate in a vertical ‘plane, 
such as illustrated in the drawings, and where 
in the parts operate in a horizontal plane, as 
well as in planes having other angular relations 
to the supporting base. It should also be noted 
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that the improvements of this invention have 
equal application to these different kinds and 
forms of centrifugal casting machines, as well 
"as to other types of casting machines, and is, 
not to' be limited to the speci?c form. shown in 
the drawings. - 

The machine speci?cally illustrated in the 
drawings comprises a_base Hi, from which rises 
a housing formed of a right hand part II and 
a left hand part l2, secured to one another in 
any suitable or desirable manner. Near the up 
per end of the housing H—I2, there is provided 
an aperture for suitable anti-friction bearings in 
which is mounted ashaft l3. The shaft i3 pro 
,iects through the housing and has secured to its 
projecting rear end the hub [4 of an arm, to be 
described in detail later. ‘In operation, the shaft 
I3 is to be rapidly rotated, together with the 
arm secured‘ thereto, and to effect this rotation 
suitable means are enclosed within the housing 
ll-l2. One such means or mechanism is illus 
trated in United States Patent No. 1,562,029, is 
sued on November 17, 1925 to Charles E. Larson 
and Merrill G. Swenson, and since this driving 
or rotating mechanism forms no part of the 
present invention, it' is deemed unnecessary to 
further illustrate or describe the mechanism. It 
should be noted, however, that the shaft l3, 
and its arm, may be more or less rotated, de-. 
pending upon the size of the casting to be made. 
For this purpose, the rotating mechanism is pro 
vided with a selectable tensioning device, settable 
through a shaft, rod or the like, indicated by 
the reference numeral 15. The mechanism, aft 
er being set or positioned by the part 15, is 
tripped by the rod or trigger indicated in th 
drawings by the reference numeral [6. ~ 
The arm hub I4 has projecting from one side 

thereof the arm i1, and from. the other side the 
arm I8. The arm. I1 is provided at one end 
with an upstanding portion is, to which is se 

' cured a. centering base 20 for the casting mold 
2|. The casting mold 2! has its front end in en 
gagement with the inner surface of a plate 22, 
which is secured, as by screws 23 and 24, to a 
carriage 25. The carriage 25 is in turn secured, 
as by a screw 26, to the upper surface of a slide 
21 mounted on the upper surface of the arm ii. 
In order to slidably-secure the slide 21 on the 

arm '11, see Figs. 6 and 7,v the said slide has de 
pending from it, at opposite sides, arms 28 and 
29, which are connected to one another, below the 
arm II, by cap plates 30 and 3|. The cap plate 

, 3] has depending from ita boss or lug 32, in 
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which is secured one end of a rod 33. The rod 
33 extends from the boss 32, through an. aper 
ture 34, in a lug 35, projecting from the arm 
II. Beyond the lug 35, the rod 33 is bent to pro 
vide a ?nger piece 36. Surrounding the rod 33, 
between the cap boss 32 and arm ‘lug 35, is a 
coil spring 31, abutting on one end with said cap 
boss 32, and on the other end with the arm 
lug 35. 
As will be seen in Figs. 3, 5 and 7, the carriage 

'25 is U-shaped in cross section, and its arms 
38 and 36 are respectively provided, near their 
upper ends, with aligned seats 46 and 4| for 
supporting a crucible 42. The crucible 42, as seen 
in Fig. 6, is dished, and, at its forward end, is 
provided with‘a'funnel shaped discharge 43 hav 
ing its discharge opening 44 of substantially the 
same diameter and in alignment with an aper 
ture 45 in the plate 22. Interposed between the 
crucible opening 44 and. the plate aperture 45 
is a ba?le, shutter, or the like 46. 
The baffle or shutter 46, as seen in Figs. 3 and 7, 

is so arranged with respect to the plate“ and 
carriage 25 as to rest on the upper surface of‘the 
carriage arms 38 and 36. The battle or shutter 
46 is provided with an enlarged end 41 and a re 
duced handle or tail 48. which, when in the nor 
mal position of Figs. 3 and 7, projects considerably 
beyond the plate 22. The attachment of the baffle 
or shutter 46 to the plate 22 is by means of a 
pivot screw 49. The baiile or shutter 46, as will 
later be‘ made clear, is adapted to be actuated 
from the position of Figs. 3 and 7 to the position 
of Fig. 5, and in order that no interference be 
offered by the pivot screw, the screw 46 is sur 
rounded by a short sleeve 50, on which the pivot 
ing movement of the shutter 46 actually takes 
place, since the screw 49 is screwed home to clamp 
the sleeve 50 between its head 49 and the face of 
the plate 22 without impinging on the'bailie. or 
shutter Mi.- ’ ' 

As seen in Fig. 6, the casting mold 2| comprises 
a metallic ring 5| ?lled with a refractory material 
52, known in the trade as an investment and com 
posed chiefiy of plaster and silica, and small per 
centages of other ingredients, all as is well known 
in the art. Within this investment material is a 
cavity 53 conforming in shape and size to the cast 
ing to be made. Extending from the cavity 53 is a 
passage or sprue hole 54 which extends to a de 
pression 55 in the upper end of the mold. ~This . 
depression 55 is in alignment with the aperture 
45 in the plate 22, and the discharge opening 44 
of the ‘crucible 42. In order'to allow for the dissi-' 
pation and escape of the air in the cavity 53, 
when the casting material is discharged there 
into, the cavity 53 has extending therefrom an 
air vent 56. i 

As is vwell known, a wax model of the dental 
casting, or other casting. is first made, which 
is then invested or surrounded with investment 
material 52,‘ within the ring 5|. This assembly 
is then placed in a suitable furnace to melt out 
the wax model and provide the cavity 53, sprue 
hole 54 and air vent 55. The resulting mold 2| 
is then ready for the casting‘ machine. The fin 
.ger piece 36, of the rod 33, is then grasped and 
operated toward the left, as seen in Fig. 2, to 
draw the slide 21, and'parts carried thereby, in 
cluding the carriage 26, plate 22 and ba?le or 
trigger 46, from the centering support 26. The 
mold 2| is then placed on the support 26, at ap 
proximately the center thereof, and the rod_ 33 
released, thereby allowing the spring 31' to ex 
pand and actuate the slide 21, and parts car 

2,235,448 
ried thereby, toward the mold 2| and bring the 
plate 22 into alignment with the upper or forward 
end of the mold 2|. The force of the spring 41, 
through the plate 22, yieldably urges the mold 
2| against the base 20, which. due to its angular 
face, centralizes the mold 2| thereon. 
A nugget of metal is then placed within the 

crucible 42 and a. blow torch, indicated in Fig. 
1 by the reference numeral 51, brought to bear 
on the nugget for melting same to a state of 
?uidity. 
The metal used for making dental castings, in 

some instances, is a gold alloy, while in other 
instances is a chromium alloy. Chromium al 
loys have, in recent years, become more popular 
and are becoming wider used. The melting point 
of chromium alloy, as used today, is around 1800" 
F., which is considerably in excess of the melting 
point of ‘the gold alloys heretofore employed. 

Prior to this invention, and the use of the baf 
?e, or shutter 41, the flame from the blow torch 
51 would be directed, after striking the metal 
nugget through the crucible opening 44 and 
aligned plate opening 45, against the mold; This 
vflame, in developing the heat necessary for melt 
ing chromium alloys, would melt the investment 
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material, both around the sprue hole 54 and ' 
the walls of the cavity 53, resulting in a cavity 
which had a shape other than the necessary 
and desired shape. The result was a casting 
which did not match the original wax pattern, or 
the cavity from which the wax pattern was made. 
In order to prevent the blow torch ?ame from 
attacking the mold, the baiile or shutter 46 is 
interposed between the crucible discharge open 
ing 44 and the plate opening 45, and confining 
same to the crucible. ‘ 
When the metal nugget within the crucible 

is reduced to a casting state. or a state of ?uidity, 
\the tail 46 of the ba?ie or shutter 46 is com 
tacted, and the shutter actuated in a clockwise 
direction about its pivot 36, and the crucible 42 
moved or shoved forward against the plate 22. 
The trip lever-or trigger i6 is then released to set 
in operation the arm |‘l--|8 rotating mechanism, 
thereby throwing the metal from crucible 43 
through the now aligned crucible discharge open 
ing 44 andplate aperture 45 into the mold cavé 
ity 55, and through the sprue hole 44 intolthe 
cavity 53. The arm continues to rotate under its 
own momentum until'the metal in the cavity 53 
cools and congeals. ' 

From the foregoing, it will now be appreciated 
that the mold cavity 53 is kept in its desired shape 
and condition, and that the resulting casting will’ 
conform in all particulars to the size and shape 
of the cavity 53. 
In order to balance the parts carried by the arm 

H, the arm I8 is provided, at its outer, end, with 
an upstanding post_56, to which is secured one 
end of a screw 59 having thereon an adjustable 
weight 66. The weight 66 is locked in adjusted 
positions by means of a thumb nut 6|. This bal 
ancing mechanism forms no part of the present 
invention, and ,is disclosed in the above noted 
patent. 
As was pointed out, the mechanism disclosed in 

Fig. 6 requires the manual shifting of the crucible 
42 toward the plate 22 after the baffle or shutter 
46 is shifted from the position of Fig. 3 to that of 
Fig. 5. In order to automatically effect the shift 
ing of this crucible 42, use may be made of the 
structure disclosed in Fig. 8 for automatically or 
yieldably shifting the crucible 42. This mech 
anism, as seen in Fig. 8, comprises a pair of up 
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standing lugs 62 and 63 on the carriage 25, having 
aligned apertures therein in which is respectively 
secured the opposite ends of the rod or bar 64. 
Surrounding the rod 64 is a coiled spring 65 hav 
ing one end abutting against the lug 62, and hav 
ing its other end abutting an arm 66’ depending 

The slide rod 61 projects 
beyond the carriage 25 where it is provided with 
a second arm 68, having ‘a pin 69 therein project 
ingtoward and engaging the crucible 42. It will 
be appreciated that the spring 65, being under 
tension, will, upon actuation of the battle or shut 
ter 46, immediately shift the crucible 42 to-its in 
ner, ?nal position. 

In order to prevent the inadvertent removal of 
the crucible 42' from its carriage seat 40-4 I , when 
the ba?le or shutter is actuated, the outer end of 
said crucible may be provided with a small recess 
or depression 10 receiving the inner end of thepin 
,69. This connection of the inner end ,of pin 69 
with the recess or depression 10 will act’ as a 
latch for holding. the crucible in its seat and sup 
plement the weight of the metal in the crucible 
in retaining same in position. . 
What is claimed is: . 

I. In a casting machine, the combination of a 
refractory mold, a crucible, said crucible and mold 
respectively having a discharge opening and an 
intake opening in alignment with one another, 
said crucible being adapted to have a ?ame di 
rected thereinto, and pivotally mounted means be 
tween the crucible and mold openings preventing 
communication therebetween during thejtime the 
?ame is being directed into the crucible. _ 

2. In a casting machine of the class described, 
the combination with a mold having a cavity 
therein and a sprue hole extending therefrom, and 
a crucible having a discharge opening in align 
ment with the mold sprue hole, of a pivotally 
mounted ba?le between the crucible discharge 
opening and the mold sprue hole. . 

3. In a casting machine of the class described, 
the combination of a mold formed of refractory 
material and provided with a cavity and sprue 
hole extending therefrom, a carriage adjacent 
the mold, a crucible on the carriage'and having 
a discharge opening in alignment with the mold 
‘sprue hole, and a pivotally mounted shutter for 
closing the discharge end of the crucible during 
the melting of a metal nugget in the crucible. 

4. In a casting machine, the combination of a 
' refractory mold having a cavity therein ‘and a 
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sprue hole extending therefrom, a carriage ad 
iacent the mold, a supporting plate on the car 
riage contacting the mold and having an aperture 
in alignment with the sprue hole, a crucible on 
the carriage and having a discharge opening in 
alignment with the opening in the plate and sprue 
hole, and a pivotally mounted shutter carried 
by the plate for closing the discharge opening of 
the crucible during the melting of a metal nug 
get therein. _ 

5. In a casting machine, the combination of a 
refractory mold having a cavity therein and, a 
sprue hole extending therefrom, a carriage adja- 
cent the mold, a supporting plate on the carriage 
contacting the mold and having an aperture in 
alignment with the sprue hole, a crucible on the 
carriage and having a discharge opening in align- . 
ment with the opening in the plate and sprue hole, 
a pivotally mounted shutter carried by the plate 
for closing the discharge opening of the crucible 
during the melting of a metal nugget therein, 
and means for shifting the crucible into engage 

3 
ment with the plate upon removal of the closure 
means. , 

6. In a' casting machine, the combination of a ‘ _ 
refractory mold having a cavity therein and a 
sprue hole extending therefrom, a carriage adja 
cent the mold, a supporting plate on the carriage 
contacting the mold and having an aperture in 
alignment with the sprue hole, a crucible on the 
carriage and having a discharge-opening in align 
ment with the opening in the plate and sprue 
hole, a pivotally mounted shutter carried by the 
plate for closing the discharge opening of the 
crucible during the melting of a metal nugget 
therein, and yieldable means for shifting the 
crucible relative to the carriage into engagement 
with the plate upon removal of the ba?le. 

7. In a centrifugal casting machine, the com 
bination ofya revolvable arm, means on said arm 
for supporting a refractory mold which has a 
cavity therein and a-sprue hole, said supporting 
means including a plate havingv an aperture in 
alignment with the sprue hole, a crucible having 
a discharge opening in alignment with the plate 
aperture and mold sprue hole, and a ba?le pivot 
ally‘mounted on the plate for normally closing 
communication between the aligned crucible dis 
charge opening, plate opening and sprue hole 
during the melting of the metal nugget in the 
crucible and movable to establish communication 
through these openings after the metal nugget 
has been reduced to a state of ?uidity. 

8. In a centrifugal casting machine, the com-_ 
bination of a revolvable arm, means on said arm 
for supporting a refractory mold which has a 
cavity therein and a 'sprue hole, said supporting 
means including a plate having an aperture in 
alignment with the sprue hole, a crucible having 
a discharge opening in alignment with the plate 
aperture and mold sprue hole, a baiiie pivotally 
mounted on the plate for normally closing com 
munication between the ,aligned crucible dis 
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charge opening, plate opening and ‘sprue hole - 
during the melting of the metal nugget in the 
crucible and movable to establish communication 
through these openings after the metal nugget 
has been reduced to a state of ?uidity, and means 
for shifting the ‘crucible, platev and mold into con 
tactingengagement with one another to take up 
the space occupied by the baille upon removal of 
the ba?le. I ‘ 

9. In a centrifugal casting machine, the com 
bination of a. revolvable arm, means on said arm 
for supporting a refractory mold which has a 
cavity therein and a sprue hole, said supporting 
means including a plate having an aperture in 
alignment with the sprue hole, a crucible having 
a discharge opening in alignment with the plate 
aperture and mold sprue hole, a ba?le pivotally 
mounted on the plate for normally’ closing com 
munication between the aligned crucible dis 
charge opening, plate opening and sprue hole 
during the melting of the metal nugget in the 
crucible and movable to establish communication 
through these. openings after the metal nugget 
has been reduced to a state of ?uidity, and means 
for shifting the crucible, plate and mold into 
contacting engagement with one another to take 
up the space occupied bythe ba?le upon removal 
of the baffle, including a slide rod, a pin on ‘said 
slide rod and contacting one of the e gaging 
parts, and a spring for shifting the slide ‘0d; ' 
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